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Research is the foundation for advancement
ment in thee field
of biologic reconstruction in the knee. Perhaps,
haps, more than
t
in any other specialty, thee potential for development of and
nd
demand for new treatment
treatment paradigms, procedures, and
products is extremely
high. There continues to be a large
remely hig
segment of the population
affected
po
fected by cartilage
cartilag pathology
logy
in the knee. However,
relative
owever, there also
o continues to be
b a rel
ive
deficiency of widely
affordable
dely available and
a
affordab
able treatment
reat
options. The development of some
options
ome of these
th e newer
new o
is frequently prohibitively
expensive.
of safe
vely expens
ve. Thus,
T
Th delivery
deli
afe
and effective articularr cartilage
technologiess to the
age rrepair
ir te
public is currently a significant
gnifi ant iissue within
n orthopedic
orthopedi
surgery, sports medicine, and
an regenerativee medicine.
The investigation of articular cartilage
techniques
rtilage
age repai
repair te
in the knee takes a minimum study
dy size of 250
225 to 300 individuals with a study result that
hat
at is not only
on statistically significant, but clinically important,, over
ov the current gold standard
microfracture, just to get a product to the US Food and Drug
Administration.1 This would cost a company a minimum
of 30 to 50 million US dollars before they can even sell their
first product to hospitals and surgeons. This cumbersome
process makes it incredibly costly and not without significant
financial risk to deliver a product to market. Unfortunately,
2 recent products being used in high-quality clinical trials
both in the United States (Cartilage Autograft Implantation
System [CAIS], DePuy Mitek) and Italy (Hyalograft C,
Hyaff 11, Anika Therapeutics, Inc) have been withdrawn
from the market owing to cost, despite significant improvements in validated patient-reported clinical outcomes.
However, without research in new technologies such as these,

advancements
are severely limited. Thus,
nts and improvements
impr
i
vem
continued
d funding
fun
nding of rresearch is essential
ntial to
t the development
improved outcomes
patients.
of the field
eld and
and im
mes
es for pat
pati
There
main types of research:
and basic sciT
Ther
re aare 2 m
research clinical
cl
ence. There
ence
en
here are multiple
tiple different
differe divisions within each of
these categoriess and
thes
nd multip
multiple different sources of potential
funding available
within each division. Generally, these
ailable wit
withi
can be broken dow
down into public and private sources and
national and international. Requirements and
also
so local vvs n
funding llevels vary based on the source and the project profundi
posal. It is important to first define the project objective(s)
pos
and then search for a funding source that aligns with those
goals.
Regardless of the funding source, the presence of a financial conflict of interest disclosure in research publications
and funding may confound outcome interpretation in the
eyes of peers, the public, and policy-makers. In certain centers and for certain projects, combining sources of funding,
including private industry, is necessary to support research.
It has been shown that the level of evidence of industryfunded research is lower than nonindustry-funded research
or investigations funded by government or public sources.2
Further, presentations by authors with financial conflicts of
interest present have been more likely to describe positive
findings.3 However, it has also been shown that the proportion of financially supported disclosed studies with negative outcomes (studies that find no difference in outcome
between intervention and control groups) has also significantly increased.4 In a recent systematic review, there was a
significant increase in the number of studies that adequately
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TABLE 25-1. US REGIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETIES AND
SOURCES OF FUNDING ASSOCIATED WITH EACH
SOCIETY

WEBSITE

GRANTS, AWARDS,
SOURCES OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Western Orthopaedic
Association

www.woa-assn.org

●

Eastern Orthopaedic
Association

www.eoa-assn.org

●

Mid-America Orthopaedic
Association

www.maoa.org

●

www.soaassn.org

Eastern Orthopaedic Education Foundation
Annual meeting awards (EOA/OREF resident/
fellow travel, Ranawat, Foundersʼ)

●

MAOA Education and Research Fund

●

MAOA Endowment Fund

●

Southern Orthopaedic
Association

Annual meeting awards (young investigator,
resident/fellow, poster, eponymous)

Annual meeting
ng awards
a
(physician-in-training,
purpose re
multipurpose
resident, poster, travelling
owship, education
educ
fellowship,
grants for new-inprac
tice physic
practice
physicians and senior residents)

●

SOA Educational
ucational Program
Progra

●

SOA Presidentʼs
dentʼs Fund

●

Annual meeting
ee
eting awards
awards
ds (resident/fellow,
ide
ous)
eponymous)

n.
o
i
ut
reported either the presence
esence or absence
bsence of a financial
financia con- Natio
b
National/International
tion
on l/In
ional
nal
i
tr
tin journal editors’
ditors’ and study authors’
au
flict of interest, reflecting
s
i
d
National
ti
Institutes
titutes
tutes of Health
(NIH) and National
mpact that these conflicts
c
may have
hav on
recognition of the impact
r andHHeaMusculoskeletal
o
Arthrit
Institute of Arthritis
and Skin
f
study outcomes.5
t (www.niams.nih.gov)—This
Diseases
is the
eases (NIAMS)
(NIAMS
(NIAM
o
N
well-known
funding
source.
It
is
also
the
fundmostlwell-kn
wel
.
a
i
source
with the highest amount of available suping
ssou
r
PUBLIC SOUR
OURCES
URCE
C
e
t
port.
There
different grants available
po
a and a varietyareof multiple
m
pathways (Table 25-2). Application
d
Public sources of funding include,
nc
but aree not limited
submission, review, and revision (Figure 25-1) can
ethen
tlimit
h
es. These
c
to, government agencies and universities.
can
be a long process and requires a significant amount
g
rian
be divided into local, state, regional,
and internaal, national,
y
of “preapplication” work that often includes early
p
o
tional opportunities.
preliminary data. Specifically, NIAMS has a cartilage
C
and connective tissue program designed to support
●

Local/State/Regional
●

●

advancement in these fields. This is an excellent
resource for scientists focused on these areas.6 For residents, fellows, and practicing orthopedic surgeons in
the first 3 years of practice, the American Academy of
Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS)/Orthopaedic Research
and Education Foundation (OREF)/Orthopaedic
Research Society (ORS) Clinician Scholar Development
Program (CSDP)7 is an annual program designed for
orthopedic surgeons interested in pursuing a career
as a clinician scientist who are involved in obtaining
public and private research funding.

University grants—Grant funding sources are frequently available in universities and colleges to support research. These can be excellent opportunities to
obtain seed funding for a project. Each grant has different sources and requirements. Contact the research
or grant department at your university.
Local, state, regional medical societies—Grant funding sources are available from medical societies to
which clinicians and researchers may belong (Table
25-1). These opportunities are available to practicing
clinicians, researchers, clinician-scientists, students,
residents, fellows, and other trainees.

●

National Science Foundation (NSF) (www.nsf.gov/
funding)—This is a federal program that funds
research and education in science and engineering.
This source of financial support sponsors research at
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TABLE 25-2. THE TWO MOST COMMON NIH GRANT PROGRAMS—R01 AND R03
NIH
RESEARCH
PROJECT
GRANT
PROGRAM
(R01)
NIH SMALL
GRANT
PROGRAM
(R03)

●

Used to support a discrete, specified, circumscribed research project

●

NIHʼs most commonly used grant program

●

No specific dollar limit unless specified in FOA

●

Advance permission required for $500,000 or more (direct costs) in any year

●

Generally awarded for 3 to 5 years

●

All ICs use

●

Provides limited funding for a short period of time to support a variety of types of
projects, including:
○

Pilot or feasibility studies, collection of preliminary data, secondary analysis of existing
data

○

Small, self-contained research projects

○

Development of new research technology
nolog

●

Limited to 2 years of funding

●

Direct costs generally up to $50,000
$50,0 per year

●

Not renewable

●

Used by more than
n half of
o the
he NIH
N ICs

FOA, funding opportunity announcements; IC, institutes
nstitutes and centers;
c
NIH, National
al Ins
Institutes
tutess of Health.
h
Reprinted with permission from
om http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/funding̲program.htm#Resource
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/fund
nding/funding̲prog
ogram
m
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n.
o
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ut
b
i
all levels off education
ed
and
d academia (colleges,
(colleg universiersiThe Arthritis
tis National
Nationa
str RResearch Foundation (www.
i
d
schools
ls, and science an
rch
ties, grade and high schools,
and resea
research
rthritis.org)—T
ritis.org)
curearthritis.org)—This
is a national organization
r
ns). The Foundation
Foundattion funds approximately
ap
appro
oxim l
organizations).
ocused
used tonfo
t improvement of care for people with
focused
the
o
stitu
utions’ federal
fe
fedeeral support
ppo for
one-fourth of academic institutions’
arthritis.
rthriti
N
.
he United
United
i d States.
ates.
basic science research in the
alOR
OREF (www.oref.org)—This is the best source for
i
r
te orthopedic-related research funding. There is a range
a
of funding sources designed to provide opportunities
m
PRIVATE
TE SO
OURCES
ES ed
for every level of investigator (Table 25-3).
t
h
g
Arthroscopy Association of North America (AANA)—
yri
Local
This society focuses on the arthroscopic treatment of
p
o
C
cartilage pathology. They have research grants availThere are often local organizations
gan
that provide seed
●

●

●

●

funding for basic projects for investigators at various
levels of experience. These sources of funding can
be particularly important for clinical studies for the
young investigator. Search your local orthopedic organizations for available opportunities.

National/International
●

The Arthritis Foundation (www.arthritis.org)—This is
a large organization that is very well funded. It directs
research funding to the fields of rheumatoid arthritis
and osteoarthritis. They have multiple different grants
available that can be applied to a wide range of research
topics.

able up to $25,000.

●

The American Orthopaedic Society for Sports
Medicine (AOSSM)—This is a large sports medicine
organization with significant grant funding available. The grants listed below are specific to cartilage
pathology.
○

○

AOSSM offers a research grant program to fund
investigations related to early osteoarthritis and/or
prevention of osteoarthritis progression. AOSSM
offers a grant for $50,000 to support either a clinical
research investigation or a basic science project.
Young investigator grants are also available with
funding amounts up to $50,000.
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for
t
o
N
al.
i
r
te
a
m eeRA, electronic Research Administration.
Figure 25-1. Flowchart for the grant application
p
io process through
rough
ough the NIH.
NI
d
e
ht
g
i
International Cartilage Repair
air
ir Society
(ICRS)—This negative findings that do not demonstrate superiority of
yr(IC
p
o
nding for
fo articular carti- a certain product may not be published (publication bias).
society also has access to funding
C fellowship and The best way to search for industry funding is to obtain the
lage projects. These include a travelling
rav
●

industry cosponsored support.
●

Osteoarthritis Research Society International (OARSI)—
This society sponsors Clinical Research Awards, Basic
Science Research Awards, Lifetime Achievement
Awards, Young Investigator Awards, Collaborative
Scholarships, and Travelling Fellowships.

contact information of the research department for each
specific company. A proposal will then be required for the
department to evaluate the research opportunity.
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TABLE 25-3. GRANTS AVAILABLE THROUGH THE
ORTHOPAEDIC RESEARCH AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION
GENERAL GRANTS
Career Development
Grant̶$225,000 grant
($75,000 per year)

Prospective Clinical
Research Grant̶
$150,000 grant
($50,000 per year)

OREF Mentored
Clinician-Scientist Grant̶
̶
$20,000 grant

DESCRIPTION AND
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
●

●

●

●

●

Encourages investigators to
commit to scientific research.
Research may be basic,
translational, clinical and/or
health services.

Promotes clinical research and
provides funding for promising
hat
prospective studies (studies that
me
occur over the course of time
he outcom
es
and typically track the
outcomes
hat time)
ti
of a group over that
in the
nica importance
areas of high clinical
hop
urge
in orthopedic
surgery.
Promotes
tes the dev
development
velopm
of
nician-scientis
tists-in-training
new clinician-scientists-in-training
oductive
to have a long and prod
productive
n academic surger
ery.
career in
surgery.

WHO APPLIES
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Supplements
men the salary of an
orthopedic researcher
esear he that has
secured an NIH
N H K08 or K23 award
d
(or equiv
eq
ivale mentored
me
esearch
equivalent
research
ffunding).
fund
nd g)

Orthopedic surgeon (MD, MBBS)
PhDs and DVMs are eligible if affiliated
with an orthopedic department
Resident/fellow can apply only if he/
she is able to demonstrate will begin
a staff position at the time the grant
commences
PI or
o Co-PI must be an orthopedic
sur
surgeon
P
PhDs
and DVMs are eligible if affiliated
w
with an orthopedic department
Residen
Resident/fellow
can apply only if he/
she is able to demonstrate
d
will begin
position
a staff positio
ition
n at the time the grant
commences
co
enc
c
Orthopedic
O
Orth
th
dic surgeon

n.
o
i
ut
b
i
tr
dis

Current NIH K-award
ward recipient
rec
(or
g award fro
mentoring
from an equivalent
ding source)
funding

for
t
o
N
al.
i
r
ant̶
Advances
dva
the scientific
ientific
Residents
New Investigator Grant̶
tettraining
a
orthope
of the next orthopedic
surgeons
$50,000 grant
m
Fellows
d
oviding
sseed and start-up
by providing
e
t
Orthopedic surgeons having
ndinghfo
funding
for promising research
g
i
completed formal training within the
project
projects.
yr
p
past 4 years
relevance must be clearly
Co Clinical
noted in the abstract and specific
●

●

●

●

●

aims, and be obvious from the
title and study design.
ORS/OREF Post-Doctoral
Fellowship Grant̶
$50,000 grant

●

●

ORS/OREF Postdoctoral
Fellowship Award provides
1 year of support for individuals
in a full-time postdoctoral
training program.
Applicants must be dedicated
to an orthopedic-related project
and focused on development of
a career in orthopedic research.

●

●

●

PhD, MD, DVM, or DO
Applicant must be a full member of
the ORS at the time of application
submission
Applicant must have a mentor/advisor
who is a full member of ORS at the
time of application submission

(continued)
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TABLE 25-3 (CONTINUED). GRANTS AVAILABLE THROUGH THE
ORTHOPAEDIC RESEARCH AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION
GENERAL GRANTS

DESCRIPTION AND
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
●

●

Resident Clinician
Scientist Training Grant̶
$20,000 grant

●

●

●

Resident Research Project
Grant̶$5,000 grant

●

●

●

●

Howard Hughes Medical
Institute (HHMI)-OREF
Medical Research Fellow
Grant̶$43,000 grant

●

WHO APPLIES

Applications from trainees who
have established a working
relationship with an academic
orthopedic or musculoskeletal
research unit are strongly
encouraged.
Applicants must have a
minimum of 95% time dedicated
to proposed research.
Prepares residents for a career
with research as a major
component.

●

Residents
en

●

Fellows
ow

Clinical relevance must be cclearly
noted in the abstract and specific
ob
rom the
aim, and be obvious
from
e study design.
sign.
title and the
Work should clearly be
nt as
achievable byy the resident
a free-standing project even
when it is a part of a larger wor
ork,
work,
and it should potentially
po
o
lead to
pu
ublication with the
e resi
den as
publication
resident
an auth
aauthor.

for
t
oRResidents
Provides
rov des funding
fund
fu ding to residents
N
wh
o are
e interested
i reste in research.
ch. al.
who
ri
e
t
Covers research
Cov
C
res
expenses,
enses,
bu
but
a
not salary
s
vel. m
or travel.
tedbe
Work should
ouldh
clearly
clear
igby the resident as a
evable
achievable
r
y
free-sta
free-standing
project even when
p
Cit isoa part of a larger work.

n.
o
i
ut
b
i
tr
dis

●

It is expected that recipient will
learn to write a competitive
research proposal, and will
develop a relationship with
a mentor who has research
experience and has mentored
others.
HHMI and OREF have partnered
to strengthen and expand
the nationʼs pool of physicianscientists, and veterinarianscientists conducting orthopedic
medicine.

●

●

Student in good standing at a medical,
dental, or veterinary school in the
United States
Student does not have to be a US
citizen, but has to be eligible to work
with an appropriate visa
(continued)
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TABLE 25-3 (CONTINUED). GRANTS AVAILABLE THROUGH THE
ORTHOPAEDIC RESEARCH AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION
GENERAL GRANTS

DESCRIPTION AND
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
●

RESEARCH-SPECIFIC
GRANTS
Musculoskeletal Tumor
Society (MSTS) Clinical
Research Grant in
Orthopaedic Oncology̶
$100,000 grant
(directed program)

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT
●

●

●

Musculoskeletal
Transplant Foundation
ndation
(MTF) Research
Grant̶
ch G
$98,000 grantt
($49,000 per year)
am)
(directed program)

The program requires students
to choose their own mentor;
develop a basic, translational,
or applied orthopedic research
project; and conduct full-time
research for 1 full year.

OREF in partnership with the
MSTS offers grants to clinician
researchers focused on oncology
ogy
(cancer).
Encourages promising
mising research
nica outcomes
that will yield clinical
tien
for patients.

WHO APPLIES
●

Cannot be enrolled in a combined
medical, dental, or veterinary/PhD
program (or PhD or ScD program, or
have a PhD or ScD in a laboratorybased biological science)

WHO APPLIES
●

●

●

PI or
o Co-PI must be an orthopedic
su
surgeon
P
PhDs
and DVMs are eligible if affiliated
with an orthopedic department and
working with
w an orthopedic surgeon
PI or Co-PI mu
must
us be an MSTS member
in good
d standing
standing

MSTS clinical research
re earch priorities
zed tr
focus on randomi
randomized
trials.

n.
o
i
ut
b
i
trDV
PhDs
Ds and
DVMs are eligible if affiliated
s
i
d
with an orthopedic department and
r
Co-PI is an orthopedic surgeon
foCo
t
o
Research
Re
Resea
ch m
may be basic or l. N
ia
inic
clinical.
r
e
at be clearly
Clinical relevance
vance mu
must
m
d in thed
abs
noted
abstract
and specific
e
t
ms, and
aims,
be
obvious
ghstudy design.from the
titleriand
y
pEn
Encourages new investigators
PI or Co-PI must be an orthopedic
o
C by providing seed and start-up
surgeon
●

OREF in partnership with
wit the
ers seed money for
fo
MTF offers
estigators conducting
cond
nduct
ctin
new investigators
ogicc sskeletal
etal
research on biologic
reconstruct
on, in
ud
reconstruction,
including
implants
ts and stem cells.

●

P or Co-PI mustt be an orthopedic
PI
o
surgeon

●

●

●

OREF/Goldberg Arthritis
Research Grant̶
$50,000 grant
(directed program)

●

●

funding for promising research
projects that address issues
related to the treatment of
arthritis with an emphasis on
arthroplasty.
●

●

PhDs and DVMs are eligible if affiliated
with an orthopedic department and
working with an orthopedic surgeon

Clinical relevance must be
clearly noted in the abstract
and specific aims, and be obvious
from the title and
the study design.
(continued)
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TABLE 25-3 (CONTINUED). GRANTS AVAILABLE THROUGH THE
ORTHOPAEDIC RESEARCH AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION
RESEARCH-SPECIFIC
GRANTS
OREF/American Shoulder
and Elbow Surgeons
(ASES)/Rockwood
Clinical Research Grant in
Shoulder Care̶
$50,000 grant
(directed program)

New!
Ruth Jackson
Orthopaedic Society
(RJOS)/OREF/DePuy
Research Grant in
Womenʼs Musculoskeletal
Health Grant̶Up to
$15,000 grant
(directed program)

DESCRIPTION OF GRANT
●

●

●

5.

OREF, in partnership with ASES
and Dr. Charles Rockwood,
encourages new investigators to
conduct research in the area of
shoulder care.
Focus is clinical research.
Clinical relevance must be
clearly noted in the abstract
and specific aims, and be
obvious from the title and study
design.
OREF, in partnership with
ew
the RJOS, encourages new
ct
investigators to conduct
es
research that enhances
knowledge in the areaa of
womenʼs musculoskeletal
usculosk etal
health, and our understanding
understa
tanding
er and diversity
sity
of how gender
d
ffect the outcome
differences affect
outcomes
of o
cp
orthopedic
procedures.
Resea
Research
may be basic,
c,
tran
anslat
l, clinical,
clinical,, and/or
a /o
translational,
hea
lth services.
service
es.
health

●

●

●

●

●

PI or Co-PI must be an orthopedic
surgeon
PhDs and DVMs are eligible if affiliated
with an orthopedic department and
Co-PI is an orthopedic surgeon
PI/Co-PI must be an ASES member

PI or Co-PI
C
must be an orthopedic
surgeon
PhDs and DVMs are eligible if affiliated
ith an orthopedic
orthoped
edicc de
with
department and
orking with an
a orthopedic
tho
working
surgeon

n.
o
i
ut
b
i
tr
dis

for
t
o
N
al.
i
r
Hsu J, Liu S, Lee G. Can Wee trustt studies
stu ie published
bli
by authors
hors
Na
6.teNational
Institutes of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin
a
ngg the decli
on-metal
metal
with financial conflicts? Using
decline of metal-on-metal
Diseases. Cartilage and Connective Tissue Program. http://www.
m
iga J Arthroplasty.
sty. 2012;27(8,
2012;27
total hip arthroplasty to investigate.
niams.nih.gov/Funding/Funding_Opportunities/Supported_
ted
Suppl):41-45.e41.
Scientif ic _ Areas/Musculoskeleta l _Diseases/cartilage.asp.
h
g
ethodolog
Harris JD, Erickson BJ, Abrams GD, et al. Methodologic
quality of
Reviewed July 12, 2013. Accessed August 26, 2014.
i
r
throscopy.
hroscopy. y
Ju 22013;29(7):1243knee articular cartilage studies. Arthroscopy.
Jul
7. American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. Clinician Scholar
p
1252.e1245.
Development Program. Clinician Scholar Development Program.
Co
http://www3.aaos.org/member/csdp/csdp.cfm. Accessed August
●

4.

WHO APPLIES

26, 2014.

